TransWare Enterprises Inc. has the tools and expertise to help you meet your goals.

For over 35 years, TransWare Enterprises has helped our Clients navigate the ever-changing landscape in nuclear analysis through advancements in science and engineering to provide the quality results needed for reactor safety analysis.

Using time-tested solutions, our team of engineers collaborate with our clients to successfully implement their nuclear licensing needs and projects. TransWare Enterprises in founded in the challenges presented by the requirements for accurate and quality-related services that our industry needs to move forward with 80 years of licensed operation and beyond!

Recognized for our work in numerical methods, engineering analysis, and licensing support, TransWare Enterprises is an independent source of advanced methodologies in computational physics for the support of fuel depletion methods, particle transport, neutron fluence, dose, and used fuel storage services.

Employment Opportunities are available with TransWare Enterprises for those Engineers whose passion is in the commercial Nuclear Power Industry.

Many positions are now available in TransWare’s Town and Country, Missouri corporate office. Full benefits package available.

In Demand Titles
- Nuclear Engineers
- Used Fuels / Dry Cask Storage Engineers
- Front Office Staff
- Quick Books Expert

In Demand Skills
- Fortran
- Linux
- Project Management
- Technical Writing
- Communication
- Initiative
- Experience
- Mechanical
- CAD Drawing

TransWare Enterprises
520 Maryville Centre Drive, Suite 125
St. Louis Missouri 63141
transware.net
815-762-2287
kathy.jones@transware.net
employment_opportunities@transware.net
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